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Incendo rounds out 2012 with
TIME OF DEATH
Montreal, November 27, 2012 – Incendo is pleased to announce that principal photography has
commenced on its latest thriller TIME OF DEATH, starring Canadian actress Kathleen Robertson
(Beverly Hills 90210, Boss, The Business). Shot on location in Montreal, the movie also co-stars
Gianpaolo Venuta (The Firm, Being Human, Naked Josh). Taking the helm as Director is
Frédérik D’Amours, who directed the movie Lance et compte, as well as award winning feature film
Noémie: the Secret.
“Incendo continues to produce quality thrillers. Autumn in Montreal is the perfect setting for
TIME OF DEATH. The autumn gloom is effective in lending the film a darkened and overcast mood,”
explains Jean Bureau.
“We are delighted to be working again with Frédérik d’Amours, who directed Ties That Bind for us in
2009,” added Stephen Greenberg. “His versatility and professionalism, coupled with our team’s
experience and expertise, will ensure the dynamic edge we are striving for in our movies.”
TIME OF DEATH - Following the death of CEO Robert Loring at precisely 10:44 pm, the FBI sends in
Jordan Price (Kathleen Robertson) one of their best and brightest to solve the case. As other key
executives are murdered at exactly the same time, Jordan finds herself investigating the past in order
to solve the case. She quickly discovers the ultimate cover up and is under the gun to solve the mystery
before the next victim is killed.
The movie will air in Canada in 2013 on The Movie Network and Super Écran. Jean Bureau and
Ian Whitehead will produce the film for Incendo; Executive Producers are Stephen Greenberg and
Jean Bureau.
Incendo is a Canadian company that specializes in the production and distribution of high quality
programming for the worldwide marketplace. Incendo – through its joint venture with Twentieth
Century Fox International Television (Fox/Incendo) – is the largest television distribution company in
Canada. The company also handles theatrical distribution in Québec for Paramount. For more
information, visit www.incendo.ca.
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